A complete description for early resistance change and two dimensional simulation of mechanical stress evolution in confined AI interconnects, related to the electromigration, is given in this paper. The model, combines the stress/ vacancy concentration evolution with the early resistance change of the A1 line, that could be [ 1 ] a fast technique for prediction of the MTF of a line compared to the conventional (accelerated) tests.
INTRODUCTION
A serious reliability concern in the last decade for IC manufacturers is electromigration, defined as mass transport resulting from the momentum transfer between the conducting electrons and lattice atoms. The measurement of small resistance changes in the early stages of electromigration has gained considerable interest in the last few years, a reasonable amount of data being available [2, 3] . The contradictory behaviour of increase of resistance with time made very difficult to capture all effects in one model. The observations that have been done show that resistance increases linearly with time [ 1, 2] or sometimes an incubation time before the resistance change is noticed [4] . The present paper extends the existing models [5, 6, 7, 8] correlating the mechanical stress/vacancy concentration with early resistance changes of the AI lines using a two dimensional simulator based on finite element method.
It is generally assumed that there is a linear relation between a change in vacancy concentration and small resistance changes due to electromigration. In our model electromigration flow is related with mechanical stressmigration that opposes to the electromigration flow. Consider a near-bamboo interconnect line, (the line consists of a successive alternation of polycrystalline regions and single crystal regions as indicated in Figure 1 ) the material flow is due to diffusion of atoms along grainboundaries. A depletion of atoms at the cathode end of a polycrystalline region (usually called cluster) and a mass accumulation at the anode end will give rise to a mechanical stress c. Where a large tensile stress develops, a void can be initiated to grow (nucleate) and a hillock can cause cracking of the passivation layer at places where compressive stresses are built up. In a real metallization line, grain boundaries and line imperfections such as dislocations provide suitable diffusion paths for atoms. The flux of atoms is modeled, using an opposite but equal flux of vacancies, supposing that atoms diffuse via a vacancy mechanism. 
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MODEL DESCRIPTION
The vacancy flux contains an electromigration induced term and a backflux term induced by a concentration gradient:
where Cv is the vacancy concentration, Zv* is the effective valence, E the electric field which is related to the electric current, E = pj, with p the line resistivity. The diffusivity Dv of vacancies is:
where the activation energy E, has different values in bulk and at grain boundaries The conservation law for vacancies:
+ VJ z = G cgt introduces a sink/source term G that allows for the creation or annihilation of vacancies at sites as grainboundaries, dislocation lines, surfaces. A vacancy can be eliminated by dislocation climb. For a metal line, encapsulated in a strong passivation, the local change of the volume due to vacancies annihilated or created is the origin of hydrostatic stress. Assuming a finite life time (Xs) of a vacancy in the presence of a source/sink (20ms) a generation/recombination term for an excess concentration of vacancies compared to the equilibrium value can be introduced [7] :
Cve is concentration of vacancies in equilibrium with mechanical stress:
where Cv0 is the vacancy concentration in the absence of any stress effects, o the mechanical stress, f) the atomic volume. The change in the volume of the crystal due to creation/formation of vacancies conforms to Hooke's law, stress: dV dry (6) ....
where V is an appropriate volume element, B bulk modulus and f2 is the activation volume for vacancy generation or vacancy volume itself. The stress evolution in time follows from the derivative of (6):
The model also relates the resistivity of the metal line to vacancy concentration:
where:
and Na is the atomic concentration. There are two important assumptions in the model that lack as yet physical proof. One is that the vacancy concentration correlates with resistance change. It has been argued that not the change in vacancy concentration causes G to change , but a straightforward piezoresistive effect is responsible [9] . Second, it is assumed here that the law of Hooke is the 'force' restoring the vacancy concentration, Cv, back to its local equilibrium Cve. A physical proof here is also lacking.
SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulated structures consist on a metal stripe with a near-bamboo microstructure as indicated in fig. 1 . The metallisation lines have been stressed with a current density of 1 MA/cm 2, at T=200°C. The activation energy for vacancies diffusion is Eabulk=l.1 eV in bulk and Eagb=0.6 eV for grain boundary. Other relevant parameters in the model, assuming an aluminum line: B=50 GPa, Zv*=20, %=20 ms, p0=5/~f~cm. Simulation results show the relative resistance change ( Figure 2 ) and maximum stress evolution (Figure 3) for the structure illustrated in Figure 1 during 1000 hours of current stress. The stress distribution (Figures 4 and 5) across the simulated lines proves the role of a 2D simulator tool for a complete characterisation of the metal line compared to 1D simulator [ 10] . The simulated structure takes into account also the cluster interaction [ 10] . The discontinuity in the slope of the linear increase of the resistance in time can be correlated to different regimes. We can distinguish in cluster interactions: an initial, non interactive regime ( Figure 4 ) and at longer times, the interaction regime, when the stress profiles of the clusters overlap ( Figure 5 ). The erratic behaviour of resistance change can also be seen in measurement. after 1000 hours of current stress
